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The Collatz problem is to determine whether or not any positive number takes a finite number of iterations to reach 1 by the following iteration rule: take odd numbers n to 3n + 1 and even numbers n to n/2. The problem is also known as the 3x + 1 problem. The interested reader can find a comprehensive history and detailed discussions on this topic in [3] . Let the Collatz function C(n)= 3n+ 1, if n is odd, 42, if n is even, and then set C"'(n) = n and recursively define Cck'(n) = C( Cck-'j(n)). The trajectory of n is the sequence { Cck'(n): k>O}. The 3x+ 1 conjecture can be stated that, for any positive integer n, there exists a finite integer k such that Cck'(n)= 1. The total stopping time function a,(n) is defined to be exactly the number of divisions by 2 taken in reaching 1 by the Collatz function C(n). For example, a,(7)= 11. Lagarias [3] and
Leavens [4] study the following related function instead of C(n)
Note that o,(n) is exactly the same as defined in [3] .
Currently, the 3x+ 1 conjecture appears intractably difficult to solve. However, it has been verified for a large range of integers. For example, Nabuo Yoneda of the University of Tokyo has tested all values up to 240, or 1.2 x lo'* [3] . K. Ishihata of the University of Tokyo, following up work of N. Yoneda, has verified the conjecture for all n less than 3 x 10" [6] . We define the height of n, denoted height(n), as the minimum integer k such that C(k)(n)= 1. For example, height(7)= 16. An interesting phenomenon is that many consecutive integers have the same height and the same total stopping time. For example, 943 through 949 all have height 36 and total stopping time 26. Penning [S] found a 17-tuple 7083 through 7099, all of which have height 57 and total stopping time 40. By a simple argument, Penning [S] noted that there exist infinitely many such 17-tuples. This example also appears in Lagarias' paper [3] . In [Z] , it was reported that a 52-tuple with the same height and the same o,(n) was found, but no numbers were given. It has been conjectured that there exist arbitrarily long sets of consecutive numbers of the same height and the same ocn (n) [l, 51. The present note presents some computational results and gives a heuristic for how long consecutive runs of the same height and the same o,(n) should be.
Longer consecutive runs of the same height and the same total stopping time have been computed (see Table 1 ). There exist infinitely many k-tuples, if a k-tuple of consecutive integers having the same height and the same a,(n) is found, by the following simple lemma based on Penning's argument [S] . Lemma 1. If there exists a k-tuple of consecutive integers (n, n + 1, . . , n+ k-1) all having the same height and the same total stopping time, then there exist injinitely many such k-tuples.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a k-tuple of consecutive integers (n, n + 1, . . . , n+ k -1) all having the same height h and the same total stopping time d. Then consider the following consecutive integers n + r x 2d,. . , n + k -1 + r x 2d, all of which reach the common integer 1 + r x 3h-d after h iterations, for every r>O. Let 23h-d-'Zn_ 1 r= 3h-d for all n> 1, Table 1 , it is seen that a 349-tuple, the largest one for n up to lOlo, was found. By Lemma 1, there exist infinitely many such 349-tuples. By selective searches, the author found two larger tuples:l (1) a 35654-tuple of consecutive integers, 2500+ 1 (151 decimal digits) through 2500 + 35654, all having height 3279 and total stopping time 2204; (2) a 32142-tuple of consecutive integers, 2500+9749606512 through 2"' + 9749638653, all having height 3279 and total stopping time 2204. Both of these two tuples have the same height and the same a,(n). The author believes that larger tuples likely exist for n less than 2 501. By Lemma 1 and the finding above, we have the following corollary. The computation naturally suggests that arbitrarily long tuples of the same height and the same o,(n) are likely to exist. From Table 1 , the length 1 of the largest tuple, in the interval 10k<n< 10k+', can be written as 1 =ckk, where ck is a function of k. For example, cg = 38.78, clso >, 237.69. It seems that { ck} is an increasing sequence, but the author is unable to determine how fast it grows.
The maximum value function max_value(n), as defined in [4] , is the maximum of all the integers reached by iterating C(n) until the value of the iterates reaches 1. For example, max_value(7)= 52. For n up to lOlo, max_value (8, 528, 817, 511) , 937, 356, 598, 024 [4] is the largest value reached, while for one of consecutive integers in the 349-tuple, max_value (9, 749, 626, 495) = 5,770,065,456, 160. It appears that the maximum value reached by an integer of a tuple is much smaller than the peak value reached by an other integer, which is nearest to the tuple. From Table 1 , the average value of a,(n)/height(n) is 0.674. For the 35654-tuple, the value of o,(n)/height(n) is 0.672. Leavens [4] computed a table of peaks in heights for n up to 1Or3 in which the average value of o,(n)/height(n) is 0.626. Garner [l] studied consecutive numbers with the same height based on the parity vector of the number, and concluded that pairs of consecutive numbers of the same height occur infinitely often and in infinitely many different patterns. Garner's observations motivate the following heuristic, which presents more evidence supporting the conjecture that the length of consecutive integers of the same height and the same cc0 (n) increases as n does.
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We say that n and n + 1 coalesce if C@)(n) = C("'(n + l), with both having the same number of divisions by 2 in the first k iterations, and the number 1 has occurred in neither trajectory of n nor that of n+ 1 in the first k iterations. Notice that the coalescence of two integers means that they have the same height and the same a,(n), if the 3x+ 1 conjecture is true. Even if iterates of n and II + 1 never go to 1, the definition above still makes sense. However, the coalescence of two integers, as defined in [3] , does not necessarily mean that they have the same height. For example, 4 and 5 coalesce after 3 iterations by [3] , but 4 and 5 do not coalesce from the definition above. Let the density function d(x)=:
# {n<x: n and n+ I coalesce).
The heuristic is to assume for each n<x that n and n+ 1 coalesce with probability d(x), independently for each n. Then the longest run of coalescence out to 10k is expected to be k = c 'qx,k, where cdtX) is a function of d(x). Table 2 lists a table of actual values d(lOk), 2 <k < 8, computed by counting on coalesences. When k=8, a 98-tuple (1=98) is observed for n up to lo*. Now if the heuristic is valid, then d(x) can also be estimated by using the following equation:
From l=98, k = 8, it is obtained that d(10')=0.8286. However, the actual value of d(lO*) is 0.512, by Table 2 . If we take the 35654-tuple, 2'O"+ 1 through 2500 + 35654 (151 decimal digits), then 1 = 35654, and k = 151. Using the above equation, d(10'51)=0.9903.
It seems that the estimated value of d(x) is much larger than its actual value. One explanation for this is that the probability that n and n + 1 coalesce varies with n. Lemma 2. If n and n + 1 coalesce in k iterations, then 2kr + n and 2kr + n + 1 coalesce in k iterations as well, for r> 1.
Proof. Suppose that n and n+ 1 coalesce at n* in k iterations with d divisions by 2, then consider two consecutive integers 2kr+n and 2kr+n+ 1, for r> 1. After k iterations, both of them coalesce at a common integer n* +r x 2k-d3k-d (k>d). 0
Unlike Lemma 1, the construction given in Lemma 2 does not guarantee that pairs of consecutive integers always take finite iterations to reach 1.
Although d(x) is the right quantity for study in the heuristic, it is not very easy to determine if the limit of d(x) exists as x+co. The monotonicity of d(lOk) is true for k up to 8, and may or may not be true for any k. Thus we introduce another density function 2, of numbers where n and n + 1 coalesce in no more than k iterations, i.e.,
&=$
# (n<2k-1: n and n+ 1 coalesce after <k iterations}.
Corollary 2. (i) {dk} 1s a monotonically increasing sequence, that is, C& <Z5 < & <. . .;
(ii) d'* = limk+ m d;, exists.
Proof. (i) follows directly from Lemma 2. (ii) follows from (i) and the fact that d;, 6 1, for any k. 0 Table 3 gives some values of & for k up to 24. Garner [l] conjectured that a majority of all positive integers have the same height (and the same a,(n)) as an adjacent integer. The computations of Table 3 suggest the stronger conjecture that, for large enough n, almost every pair of consecutive integers greater than n have the same height and the same total stopping time. Let dk denote d(2k) for convenience, then clearly &<dk. The conjecture asserts that d-,+ 1 as k-co.
If this is true, then certainly d*= lim supdk=l. The 35654-tuple implies that d I51 =0.9903 by the heuristic. Therefore, as k goes to infinity, dk approaches sufficiently close to 1, suggested by the heuristic given in this paper. If we substitute d(x) by d-* in the heuristic, then c*=-
k-rm
In 10 m-a as Z*-+l.
This implies that for n= 10k, the length of the longest consecutive run of the same height and the same a,(n) increases exponentially in k as k+co. To sum up, the heuristic discussed earlier suggests that the minimal n = flk that has n, n+ 1, . . ..n+ k-1 all of the same height (and the same a,(n)) should be nk = exp (& k) as k+ 00, where ck is a non-increasing function of k. From Table 2 , it can be calculated that & dO.2907, if k>98. The predicated value nk for a k-tuple is much larger than the actual value, but it does offer an upper bound.
If height(n)=height(n+ l), is it true that om(n)=om(n+ l)? This looks like a simple question, but the author has been unable to answer it affirmatively.
A calculation shows that it is true for n up to 218. Besides, a very rough argument also supports the positive side of the question.
It goes like this: Let h= height(n)= height(n+ l), dl=cr,(n), and &=a,(n+l), where dl#dz. Then or (n+ l)/n~6d*-d1, which is impossible to be true, unless d1 = dz .
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